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of the Battered Woman Specialist 
~ 

Daniel J. Sheridan, MS, RN 

A 
nnually, violence in the ever, 1t is widely believed that over abuse. Health providers traditionally 
home has profound physi 90% of adult intimate violence is perpe have viewed domestic violence as a 
ca l and psychosoci al trated by men against women. There criminal problem, and minimized the 
health effects on millions fore. it is not surprising that most l itera serious trauma and psychologic sequelae 
of Americans. Family vio ture describes the plight of bartered of abuse. 

lence is broadly defined to include vio women, while the problems of battered Recently, most states have created 
lence against children, spouses, elders men, and violence between gay and interdisciplinary ta k forces and com
any violence among family members lesbian couples, are much less under mittees to address domestic violence 
related by blood or marriage. A lthough stood. (Nursing Network. 1993). Interdiscipl i
the purpose of this article primarily is Although this ru1icle examines domes nary task forces and committees can 
to addre s the clinical forensic aspects tic violence from the view of interven help close the communication gap 
of physical domestic violence between tions with battered women, clinicians among the professions-especially 
intimate adult couples, all forms of fam must be cognizant that there is violence among medicine, nursing, sociology, 
i ly violence are appropriate for clinical being perpetrated by women, and among criminology, psychology, and social er
forensic nursing interventions. gays and lesbians. vices. Nurses have been an integral 

Working with domestic violence sur part in spearheading these multidisci
vivors is never simple or succinct. For Forensic Nursing Model plinary approaches to decreasing the 
example, clinical forensic nursing inter Lynch ( 199 1) developed a model of incidence and severity of domestic vio
ventions with battered women are usu clinical forensic nursing appropriate for lence (Sheridan, I 993a; Lynch, 1991 ). 
ally complex, time-consuming, and pro use with domestic violence survivors. 
fessionally challenging. A lthough her model emphasized the Criminal and Civil Implications 

forensic role of emergency depai1ment of Domestic Violence 
Most Survivors of Domestic Violence nurses, it is applicable to any clinical Family violence nurse clinical spe
Are Women setting where domestic violence pa cialists must have a working knowl

Epidemiologic data on the incidence tients are seen. edge of a wide variety of criminal and 
of domestic violence is limited. How- There continues to be a "communi civil statutes. Every state has ome type 

cation gap between criminal j ustice agen of mandatory reporting of suspected 
cies and health care institutions" (L ynch, child abuse and neglect. Most states Da11iel J. Sherida11. MS. RN, is Family Vio

/e11ce Ca11s11/tant. Tra11ma Program, Oregon 1991 ), especially when it concerns col have some type of elder abuse report
Health Sciences Unfrersit.\\ Portland. OR. laborative, multidisciplinary interven ing statutes. 

Address correspondence ta Daniel J. Sheri tions with battered women. Historically, Nurses must recognize that domestic 
dan, MS. RN. Family Violence Co11s11lta111. Trauma the police have viewed domestic vio violence is a crime in all 50 states. 
Program- UHN 66. Orego11 Health Sciences U11i-

3181 lence as a social problem, and mini Every battered woman is a crime vic1•ersit); SW Sam Jackso11 Park Road, Port
land. OR 97201. mized the serious criminal nature of tim. Battered women also are frequently 
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sexually assau lted and raped by their Her discharge summary included our 
abusive boyfriends or husbands. All concerns about abuse and potential fur
states have criminal exual assault stat ther inj ury and/or death. She was given 
utes; approximately 40 states have mar
ital rape statutes. borough, and as referrals to hot lines and shelters. He 

was given referrals to men's counsel
Some states, including Illinois, re

T 
verbatim as possible, ing programs. 

quire hospital personnel to call police documentation in the Five weeks after being discharged 
anytime a person seeks treatment of 
injuries that may have been received as medical record of the 

from the hospital , the treatment team 
read about Suzette in the newspaper. 

a victim or perpetrator of a crime. Other woman's history of Her husband had been arre led for mur
states do not require any notification of der after allegedly fatally beating Su
police (eg, Oregon). or require that hos abuse is essential. zette in their apartment. 
pital personnel call the police only for Her husband never went to trial. His 
penetrating wounds, such as gunshots attorney was confronted with convinc
and stabbings (eg, Washington). ing evidence: First, Suzette's hospital 

A criminal act that is defined as bat ted to the hospital after her examina records clearly documented a pattern 
tery in one state may be defined in tion revealed multiple rib fractures in of injuries consistent with domestic vi
another state as assault or harassment. various stages of healing, hypoxia, mark olence. Second, several "experts" doc
An increasing number of states are pass edly lowered blood counts, and a walled umented opinions that Suzette was a 
ing antistalking statutes (eg, California off splenic tear. When asked about his battered woman, afraid to discuss her 
and Oregon). ln some states, civil or wi fe's injuries, her husband said, "She abuse history wi th the hospital staff, 
ders aimed at reducing further domes fa lls a lot at home." who could die if abused again . The 
tic violence are called restraining or The next day, after several units of medical examiner 's report confirmed 
ders, while other states call them orders blood, IV fluids, 0 therapy, and pain 2 many old and new injuries consistent 
of protection. medication, Suzette was stable, alert, with a pattern of beatings, and that 

Nurses working in hospitals near state and much more cooperati ve. When death was caused by a ruptured spleen. 
borders may have to become familiar asked about her injuries, she said, look On the advice of his attorney, Su
with two or three sets of criminal and ing directly at her husband who had zette's husband pleaded guilty to a re
civil codes. One cannot practice clini refused to leave his wi fe's room, " I duced charge of voluntary manslaughter 
cal forensic nursing with battered women guess I fall a lot at home." and was imprisoned. Even though Su
survivors without a working knowl Over the next several days, Suzette zette never admitted to being battered, 
edge of applicable criminal and civil was interviewed by phy icians from an awareness of forensics and thorough 
law. The staff of local police depart the trauma and psychiatry teams, by clinical documentation of possible abuse 
ments and prosecuting attorney's of social workers and staff nurses, and by the hospital treatment team helped 
fices can be helpful in providing copies by myself. Everyone documented that ensure that her husband would pay for 
of applicable criminal statutes. The staff this patient was probably involved in his crime. A lthough most battered women 
of victim assistance programs and bat an ongoing violent relationship wi th who return to an abusive home are not 
tered women shelters can be helpful in her husband. Her injuries and psy murdered, Suzette's tragic death serves 
providing information on how battered chologic profile fit a pattern of do as a reminder that dome tjc violence is a 
women can obtain orders of protection/ mestic violence. She was obv iously serious crime and can lead to life
restraining orders. These staffs also can afraid of her husband, and answered threatening inj uries. 
provide valuable advocacy and support our quest ions only after looking to 
to battered women within the legal sys him for guidance. Assessment in Clinical Settings 
tem. The husband left the patient's room Battered women seek treatment for 

Statements made by battered women. only under threats of being removed by physical and psychologic injuries in a 
along with the cl inical findings, have the hospital securi ty staff. The patient variety of health care settings, includ
forensic implications. Clinical findings was i nterviewed pri vately. However, ing labor and delivery units, family 
in the absence of direct statements also when the husband came back into the practice and acute care cli nics, psychi
may be forensicall y valuable. room, she told him that we were aski ng atric fac ilities, and emergency depart

about possible abuse. ments. The fi rst step in clinical nursing 
Case Study During discharge rounds a week later, forensic documentat ion of a battered 

Suzette was brought to the hospital the trauma surgeon, the psychiatri st, woman with minor trauma is taking a 
clinic by her husband. He said she was the social worke1; and I told the patient thorough history of the most recent 
pale and kept passing out at home. The and her husband that we believed that violence and of past violent episodes. 
clinic nurse found Suzette to be danger Suzette was being abused. Both were History Taking. Every woman who 
ously hypotensive. confused, and unco told that her walled-off splenic tear has trauma, no matter how mild or 
operative. She was quickly brought to would take weeks to heal and that any severe, mu t be directly a ked about 
the emergency department and admit- further physical abuse could be fatal. possible abuse. The assessment must 
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be conducted in a private setting and a 
nonthreatening and nonjudgmental for
mal must be u ed. For example, the FIGURE 
nur e can ask the following que tion: Abuse Assessment Screen 
" IL eem that the inj uries you have 

1. Have you ever been emotionally or physically abused by your could have been caused by someone 
partner or someone important to you? hurting or abusing you. Did someone 

hurt you?" (Sheridan, 1985). Yes No 
The Nursing Research Consortium 

on Violence and Abuse (NRCYA) has If yes, by whom? 
developed a fi ve-question assessment Number of times 
tool that has been used extensively in 
clin ical and research seuings to assist 2. Within the past year, have you been hit, slapped, kicked, or other-
in the routine identification of domes wise physically hurt by someone? 
tic violence survivors (Figure). The Yes No 
NRCVA encourages the use of this 
tool in a variety of clinical settings If yes, by whom? 
without requiring permission. The tool 

Number of times 
has been especially effective in assess
ing for battering dur ing pregnancy 3. Since you have been pregnant, have you been hit, slapped, kicked, 
(Mcfarlane, 1992; Parker; 199 1 ). or otherwise physically hurt by someone? 

Thorough, and as verbatim as possi
Yes No ble, documentation in the medical re

cord of the woman 's history of abuse is If yes, by whom? 
essential (Campbell , 1989). The nurse 

Number of times may be the first person outside the 
home who knows about the violence. 4. Within the past year, has anyone forced you to have sexual 
What is written (or not written) may activities? 
have tremendous legal implications. 

Yes __ _ For example, many cl inicians state No 
that they are afraid to write the name of If yes, by whom? 
the alleged assailant in the medical re
cord. Sub equently, such statements as Number of times 
" Patient tate that her boy friend 5. Are you afraid of your partner or anyone listed above? 
punched her to the face three times 
with a closed fist" are commonly found Yes No 
in medical records. Thi type of docu
mentation is forensically weak. I f the The Abuse Assessment Screen was developed by the Nursing Research 
woman is dating more than one person, Consortium on Violence and Abuse, 1989. Its reproduction and use is encour

aged. a defense auorney may raise the ques
tion of which boyfriend was involved 
in the incident. The attorney could argue 
that his or her client was not the " boy to hear a history of abuse from the term "alleged" in medical documenta
friend" in question. patient and then document in the re tion. According to several pro ecuting 

It would be more appropriate to write cord that " Mr. James Smith is a wi fe attorneys known to the author, health 
the following: " Patient states that her abuser." providers should not use the word (or 
boyfriend, James A . Jones, punched 111e our e is always on firmer legal variation of the word) "alleged" in 
her to the face three times with a closed ground when " quali fy ing statements" medical documentation. For example, 
fi st." This statement contains no ambi are used throughout the documenta in forensic documentation it has been 
guity about the reported assailant. I tion. Qualifyi ng terms include: ·'Pa common to read, "Patient allegedly 
have been told by cl inicians that the tient tated ... Patient reports ... Per was beaten ... " or " Patient alleges 
primary fear of naming the assailant is patient history .... " I f the injuries that her husband .... " The attorneys 
based on concerns that the assailant match the history. the nurse can docu maintain that the word "alleged" has 
wi ll later sue them for l ibel. This fear is ment that " there is congruence between negative connotations and can cause 
unfounded. The attribution for the re the patient's history and her injuries," the patient ·s tatements to be interpreted 
ported assault is made by the patient, or ·' the injuries are consistent with the by j udges and/or j uries as either exag
not the nurse. The nurse would be po mani fested history." gerations or l ies. 
tentially guilty of libel if he or she were There is some debate over using the A ll hospitals have access to legal 
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counsel; many hospitals have onsite the patient's skin. A less direct punch parts of the body that are in various 
legal counsel. It is recommended that a by an assailant wearing a raised ring stages of healing. Recent bruising is 
meeting between the nurse forensic cli will often result in a curv ilinear abra evidenced by red and/or dark blue col
nician, the hospital attorney, and the sion. Patterned shoe/boot heel imprint oring. Other bruises may be blue/green 
local prosecuting attorney may help to bruising also is common when a woman or green/yellow. Still other bruises are 
clarify local preferred styles of forensic is kicked or stomped on by her assail- faded yellow and barely visible. 
documentation. ant. The clinical forensic nurse mu t be 

" Finger- tip brui sing" from the cautioned against trying to " tightly" 
Physical Assessment of Abuse woman being forcefully grabbed around date the age of a bruise by its color. 

If a battered woman is medically the neck or arms is a common form of There is too much variability in peo
unstable, history taking may have to be patterned injury. In finger-tip bruising ple's rate of healing, in addition to 
deferred until acute, life-saving inter to the neck, one can reasonably predict medical conditions and medications that 
ventions have been conducted. If a the handedness of the assailant by look affect bleeding and healing response 
woman is too ill to provide (or is reluc ing at the location of the bruises. Most times. A deep blue/purple bruise to a 
tant to disclose) a history of domestic assai lants will choke using their domi  patient's eye is better documented as a 
violence, it is important to remember nant hand. A right-handed assailant will " relatively recent bruise" versus writ
the most common physical sequelae of most probably grab the victim's ante ing that the bruise is a " day or two 
domestic violence. In general, inten rior neck and leave a single thumb old." It may be best to write that " the 
tional inj uries are more central (proxi bruise to the right lateral neck and sev deep blue/purple circular bruise to the 
mal) while accidental injuries tend to eral finger-tip brui es to the left lateral patient 's eye is con istent with pat
be more toward the extremities (distal). neck. The bruising pattern would be terned punch injuries and her history of 
Domestic violence related injuries are reversed i f the assai lant was left being punched to the eye by her hus
frequently intentionally inflicted to body handed. band, James Smith, 24 hours prior to 
parts that can be readily hidden by Pattern of Injuries. The meaning admission." 
clothing. of the term " patterned injuries" is di f Skeletal Fractures. Blunt fracture 

Among the more frequently seen in ferent from a similar-sounding and im injuries al so are common (Sheridan, 
juries are ruptured ear drums from se portant forensic term: " pattern of inju 1990; Campbell, 1989). These include 
vere slapping; neck bruising from chok ries." These two important forensic depressed skull fractures; facial frac
ing; punch bruising to the upper arms; terms must be accurately used in nurs tures, especially to the orbital bones; 
"defensive posturing" injuries to the ing documentation. Confusion in the dental fractures; rib fractures (usually 
mid-ulnar areas of the arms; whip or use of these terms can j eopardize suc in various stages of heal ing); mid-ulna 
cordlike injuries to the back; punch and cessful prosecution of a crime. fracture ; and finger fractures. Spiral 
bite injuries to the breasts and nipples; A " pattern of injuries" is defined as fractures of the radius and ulna are less 
punch injuries to the abdomen, espe injuries infl icted over a period of time. common, but possible if the woman is 
cially the pregnant abdomen; punch For example. Suzette (of the case study) petite and the assailant is large. 
and kick bruising to the lateral thighs; had multiple rib fracture in various Internal Injuries. Blunt trauma to a 
and facial brui ing, abrasions, and lac stages of healing. It was obvious that battered woman's abdomen can result in 
erations. she had received several beatings over trauma to the spleen, li ve1; and/or intesti

Patterned Injuries. Patterned inju time. nal system. If the woman is pregnant, 
ries, common in domestic violence, are Other patterns of injuries would in blunt abdominal trauma can lead to mis
those whereby one can reasonably iden clude healed whip or cordlike scars to carriage (first trimester), or premature 
ti fy the object(s) used to inflict the the back as well as scabbed and fresh delivery from uterine wall initability and/ 
injuries. M any patterned injuries are abrasions. Battered women frequently or fetal demise from abruptio placentae 
caused by objects readily accessible in seek treatment for bruises to numerous (second or third trimesters). Punch and 
the home. The e objects include exten kick injuries to the woman's back can 
sion cords, coat hangers, irons, and result in kidney trauma or hemothorax. 
belts. Bite injuries are pallerned and Head and Neurologic Injur ies. Bat
can be linked directly to a suspect's tered women frequently have clumps 
j aw and dental patterns. of hair pulled out of their skulls by 

Punch injurie to soft tissue can re The clinical their as ailants. Lacerations to the skull 
sult in circular bruising. A punch in forensic nurse must be also are frequent. Blunt injuries to a 
jury over a bony promjnence will often woman's skull can result in closed
result in a laceration. Direct punch inju cautioned against 

trying to "tightly" date 
head injury symptoms and life-threat

ries by an assailant wearing a ring will ening intracranial bleeding. Eye inju
result a patterned U-shaped or horseshoe the age of a bruise by ries (such as corneal abrasions and 
shaped abrasion centered in a circula1; its color. conjunctiva! hemorrhage) are common, 
fi st-sized bruise. A raised ring may although retinal detachment, which is 
leave i ts unique design imprinted on less common, must be ruled out. 
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Sharps Injuries. Sharps injuries have leave the treatment area with their pho
been classified into two general types: tographs in hand. However, there are 
I . Cuts and incisions; and many disadvantages. The photographs 
2. Stab wounds (M eserve, 1992). T he battered are usually of poor quality, especially 

When a sharp object strikes the skin of injury close-ups. The photographs 
with sufficient force, the skin is di patient should always more readily fade over time, and there 
vided. Cuts and incision tend to not be given a duplicate set are no negatives from which to pro
enter internal cavities and are usually 
longer than they are deep. The di vided of all photographs 

duce duplicates if the originals are lost, 
destroyed, or stolen. Polaroid film is 

skin edges are usually clean (unless the taken. expensive; sometimes a woman has ex
object is serrated- as in many house tensive injuries requiring multiple pho
hold knives). tographs. 

Stab wounds, which are usuall y The principal disadvantage of 35 mm 
deeper than they are long, are poten patterns by the examiner of the victim photographs is that the film mu t be 
tially lethal, especially when innicted are essential (Z.G. Standing Bear. per sent out for developing and printing. 
into any part of the torso. TI1e depth of sonal communication, August 25, 1993). Th is can cause a delay in getting the 
the stab wound is not readi ly assessa Long-range gunshot wounds leave photographs to the chart and copies to 
ble without a thorough exploration of only an entrance (and possibly an exit) the woman. There may be evidentiary 
the wound. " The track of the wound wound without traces of gunpowder " chain of custody" and/or confidenti
may be greater than the actual length of tattooing or skin burning. M eserve ali ty issues raised in court, unless the 
the object because of the compressive ( 1992) listed a brief but thorough re hospital has a well documented system 
force applied when the hand contacted view of the forensic impl ications of of using a rel iable and credible film 
the body" (Meserve, 1992). gunshot wounds; DiMaio ( 1985) de developing service. 

Gunshot Wounds. In general. there tailed an exploration of the forensic The advantages of using a 35 mm 
are three classifications of gunshot implications of gun hot wound . camera far outweigh the disadvantages. 
wounds: contact/close gunshot wounds, The advantages include improved qual
intermedjate gunshot wounds, and long Photographic Documentation ity prints, improved ability to take close
range gunshot wounds. of Injuries up photographs, the ability to make 

Contact/clo e gunshot wounds are Photographic documentation hould reprints from negatives if necessary, 
those where the muzzle of the fi rearm be offered by hospitals to all battered less fading of prints over time, and a 
was directly touching or near touching patients with visible injuries. In some more accurate representation of the true 
the victim's skin. Contact gunshot communities, police are available, will colors and size of the injuries being 
wounds, common in suicide attempts ing, and trained to come to the hospital photographed. 
and in "execution-style" shootings, in a timely manner to photograph a There are some general rules of fo
leave an entry hole full of powder soot battered patient's injuries. In some com rensic photography that are important 
and burned skin and/or clothing. Close munities, police only take photographs to follow no matter which type of cam
up gunshot wounds occur at a distance if the patient ha been severely beaten era is used. First, photograph a battered 
that leaves some trace of gunpowder or (as in a felony crime). In many commu patient only after obtaining a igned 
burning on the entrance wound of the nities, however, police still consider consent. M ost hospitals have a stan
victim. This distance can vary depend photographing a battered woman a waste dard " consent to photograph, videotape, 
ing on the type and caliber of the weapon of time and film. In most communities, and/or audiotape" form. Taking a pho
and the gunpowder load. police have neither a camera (or one tograph of the signed consent form is 

Intermediate gunshot wounds lack that works) or an officer available who further documentation of " permi ssion 
the burning around the entrance wound knows how to take forensic photographs. to photograph" and wi II be a part of 
and are characterized by stippling and Many emergency departments have the permanent negatives. 
tattooing of the kin caused by burning access to Polaroid cameras because they The first photograph of the patient 
and unburned gunpowder, which may are inexpensive to purchase and re should be a full frontal frame that clearly 
become apparent from a distance of quire no special skills to operate. Pho identifies the patient. Photographs of 
about I inch. The range of the interme tographic documentation of a battered injuries should be conducted in a sys
diate wound varies according to the patient with a Polaroid camera is ade tematic manner from head to toe, ante
type of gunpowder, from a max imum quate, but not ideal. Quali ty forensic rior to posterior. The photographs first 
of 18 inches for flake and small ball photographs are best taken with a 35 should be taken without the use of a 
powder, to up to 48 inche for large mm camera with a standard 50 mm scale to demonstrate that the photogra
ball powder. Because a firearms exam lens, a quali ty dedicated flash unit, and pher is not trying to cover up evidence 
iner called on to estimate a range of fire print fi lm of ISO I 00 or 200 speed. with the scale. Subsequent photographs 
will not normally see the victim, accu The principal benefit of Polaroid pho should be taken with a scale near the 
rate photographic portrayal and meas tographs is that the pictures are avai la wound. Scales place the size of the 
urements of the stippling and tattooing ble w ithin minutes and patients can wound into a perspective under tanda-
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ble by judges and jurie . Simple scales who is returning to an abusive home Domestic violence is a crime; 
may include taping a coin, such as a may place her at risk for further vio • There is hope the cycle of violence 
quarter, next to the wound. lence when her abuser opens her mail. can be broken; and 

Gray ruler scales can be purchased • There are specific places where she 
from photographic supply businesses. Developing Hospital-Based can go for help. 
The gray ruler scales not only provide a Domestic Violence Programs Traditionall y, few nurses have re
perspective in inches and millimeters, The role of a domestic violence clini ceived any formal training in the princi
but also assist the film developer in cal forensic nurse specialist is new. ples of clinical forensics and clinical 
calibrating the true colors captured by A lthough several hundred nurses be forensic nursing. Many of us in this 
the film on the negatives. Affixing a long to the Nursing Network on Vio field have had to go outside of nursing 
label tamped with the patient's name lence Again t Women, International to learn forensic skill s. However, as 
in the picture further avoids any confu (NNVAWl ), few nurses are employed more nurses enter clinical forensic nurs
sion about who is being photographed. exclusively to provide clinical interven ing roles, the necessity of formal educa

On the back of every print, whether tions to domestic violence survivors. I tion becomes increasingly important. 
Polaroid or 35 mm, the nurse photogra have created two of the six to seven L ynch ( 199 1) recenrly developed a 
pher should affix a permanent gum hospital-based domestic violence pro model cl inical forensic nur ing gradu
label that includes the fol lowing infor grams scattered throughout the nation. ate degree curriculum. 
mation: date of photograph; time of Moreover, interest in developing such The field of clinical forensic nursing 
photograph; name, date of birth, and i growing and a such, forensic inter
hospital number of the patient; and ventions with domestic violence surv i
name, title, and organizational affilia vors wi ll continue to be a priority well 
tion of the person taking the photo into rhe 21 st century. 
graph. Templates of this label can be 

A s more nurses 
For more information 011 the Nu rs

stored in almo t any word processing ing Network 0 11 Viole 11ce A ga inst 
system and completed and printed within enter clinical forensic Women, /111erna1ional, please wrile to 
minutes. 

The battered patient should alway nursing roles, the !he au1hor. 
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Sheridan 

Nursing 's role in working with state medical 
associmio11 domestic violence wskforces. Paper Battered Woman 
prese nted at the Fifth National Nursing Con
ference on Violence Against Women, Janu Specialists 
ary I 993a, Tampa, FL. KEY POINTS 

Sheridan. D.J .. Taylor, W. K. Developing hospital
based domestic violence programs. protocols. The Role of the Battered Woman Specialist. Sheridan, D.J. 
pol icies. and procedures . Associmio11 of Journal of Psychosocial Nursing and Mental Health Services 
Women 's Health. Obstetric and Neonatal 1993; 31(11):31-37. 
Nurses (AWHONN's) Cli11ical Issues 1993b; 
4(3):471 -482. 

1 
Nurses must recognize that every battered woman is a crime victim. Battered women 
also are frequently sexually assaulted and raped by their abusive boyfriends or 

• husbands. All s tates have criminal sexual assault statutes: approximately 40 s tates 
have marital rape statutes. 

2 
Consistent within the clinical knowledge base for domestic violence survivors are the 
following concepts that the battered woman needs to hear from the nurse: her hi!>tory 

• of abuse is believed, she is not crazy. no one deserves to beaten, she is not alone, 
domestic vio lence is a crime. there is hope the cycle of violence can be broken. and 
there arc pecific places where she can go for help. 

3 
Few nurses have received any formal training in the principles of clinical forensics 
and c linical forensic nursing. Many nurses have had to go outside of nursing to learn 

• forensic skills. However. as more nurses enter clinical fo rensic nursing roles, the 
necessity of formal education becomes increasingly important. 
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